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a b s t r a c t

This paper studies the fatigue behavior at room and intermediate temperatures of a superferritic stainless
steel UNS S 44600 that had received different heat treatments. Thermal treatments at high temperature
followed by water quenching produces needle-like Cr2N precipitates that detrimentally affect the fatigue
life of superferritic stainless steels. At intermediate temperatures, independent of previous thermal treat-
ments, the occurrence of dynamic strain aging was manifested by a pronounced cyclic hardening rate,
inverse dependence of the peak tensile stress with strain rate, a high dislocation density and modified
dislocation arrangements. Cycling at intermediate temperature demodulates the spinodal decomposition
with a fast velocity, improving the fatigue life of aged samples.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Superferritic stainless steels contain high levels of Cr (22–3 wt.%),
Ni and Mo (1–5 wt.%) and small quantities of interstitials elements
(C and N <0.05 wt.%). In recent years, the worldwide demand
has driven nickel and molybdenum prices to record high values.
These steels, with low Ni content and reasonable Mo content,
are a cost effective alternative that have attractive mechanical
properties, high thermal conductivity and good corrosion resis-
tance. Thus, these alloys are finding application in heat exchangers,
the petrochemical industry and desalination and water recovery
[1]. However, the ductility of these steels could be seriously weak-
ened in intermediate temperature applications. Thus, the low cycle
fatigue failure prevention is an important issue for structural com-
ponents of these steels used at intermediate temperatures. In this
sense, the phenomenon of dynamic strain aging (DSA) in ferritic
stainless steels has been investigated in tensile and fatigue tests
within the 300–600 �C range [2–4]. DSA occurs when solute atoms
possess enough mobility to catch up with the moving dislocations
and reduce dislocation motion during deformation. As DSA devel-
ops when the diffusivity of the solute atoms approaches the dislo-
cation velocity, its occurrence depends on temperature and strain
rate. During cyclic tests the usual manifestations of DSA are: an
unusual increase in cyclic hardening rate, inverse dependence of
the peak tensile stress with strain rate, plastic-deformation insta-

bility, enhanced dislocation density and modified dislocation
arrangements [2–8]. On the other hand, in ferritic stainless steels
aging between 400 �C and 500 �C leads to the well known
‘‘475 �C embrittlement’’ [9,11]. The ‘‘475 �C embrittlement’’ hard-
ens and embrittles the steels at room temperature and it is be-
lieved to be caused by the spinodal decomposition (SD) of the
ferrite phase into Cr-rich and Fe-rich phases [11].

Although for ferritic stainless steel all the possible embrittle-
ment mechanisms are well-identified in literature, many doubts
still remain on their consequences for cyclic deformation and frac-
ture. The present paper aims to study the fatigue behavior of a
superferritic stainless steel at room and intermediate temperatures
after different thermal treatments. In doing so, at intermediate
temperatures, the existence of a dynamic strain aging phenome-
non (DSA) and the effect of fatigue on SD are evaluated.

2. Material and experimental procedure

The material used in this investigation is a UNS S 44600 super-
ferritic stainless steel with the chemical composition given in
Table 1. The steel was received in the form of hot-rolled cylindrical
bars of 25.4 mm diameter. During the fabrication processes of the
bars it is possible that an inhomogeneous dislocation structure and
harmful phases such as chromium carbides or r phase were
formed [12]. Reheating ferritic stainless steels between 950 and
1100 �C and then cooling rapidly will dissolve the chromium car-
bides and r phase and prevent re-precipitation during cooling
[13,14]. However, these thermal treatments can also form
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chromium nitrides, if free nitrogen is present in the steel matrix.
These precipitates detrimentally affect the mechanical properties
and decrease fracture toughness at low temperature [15]. There-
fore, two homogenization thermal treatments at 1100 �C for
30 min were carried out in the as-received bars, one ended with
water quenching (TTW) and the other with air cooling (TTA). After
the TTW the grain size was (77 ± 6) lm whereas after TTA was
(81 ± 5) lm. An additional aging of 100 h at 475 �C were given to
some TTW and TTA bars. This material is referred as aged (AG).
Table 2 shows the different thermal treatments. Push–pull
cylindrical specimens with a gauge length of 18.4 mm and a
diameter of 5 mm were machined from the thermally treated bars.

Cyclic deformation tests were carried out with an Instron (mod-
el number 1362) electromechanical testing machine under plastic
strain control using a fully reversed triangular form signal. The
specimens were tested in air between 20 and 475 �C with a plastic
strain range of 0.3% performed at a total strain rate of 2 � 10�3 s�1.
Between 20 and 500 �C, the strain rate dependence of the peak ten-
sile stress was evaluated by changing the strain rate one order of
magnitude during cyclic tests at a total strain range of
Det = 1.14%. The experimental procedure, already used in other
materials [5–7], consisted of: at each temperature, starting at
20 �C, the sample was allowed to reach approximately 300 cycles
with a strain rate of 2 � 10�3 s�1. This number of cycles corre-
sponds to an almost stabilized peak tensile stress (r1) in most of
the tests performed at different temperatures. Then, without any
interruption of the test, the strain rate was decreased to
2 � 10�4 s�1 and after reaching stabilization, a peak tensile stress
(r2) was measured. Stress increments were measured in the form
Drstrain rate = r2–r1. This procedure was repeated with increasing
temperatures.

The microstructure and precipitates were examined using opti-
cal microscopy. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) equipped
with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was used to make a de-
tailed study of the size and composition of the precipitates. Both
replica and thin foil transmission electron microscopy techniques
were used to identify the precipitates.

After fatigue tests, the fracture surfaces were analyzed using
SEM. Dislocations structures were observed in a transmission elec-
tron microscope (TEM).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Thermal treatments

The homogenization thermal treatments applied in this work
are reported to be sufficient for preventing the formation of harm-
ful M23C6 and sigma phase in ferritic stainless steels containing V
and Nb [14]. Optical micrographs of the TTW samples show

numerous small precipitates, with sizes of approximately 0.5 lm,
distributed mainly inside the ferrite grains, Fig. 1a. New precipi-
tates, too thin to be detected by optical microscopy, with a nee-
dle-like morphology are observed by TEM in the TTW samples,
Fig. 1b. In Fig. 1c these needle-like precipitates are clearly visible
in the dark field image (DF). This DF image was obtained using a
lattice reflection of a hexagonal closed-packed structure, which is
contained within the BCC ferrite phase, Fig. 1d. An EDS’s analysis
of extracted precipitates revealed the existence of two types of pre-
cipitates. In this sense, in TTW samples in addition to the expected
NbC precipitates [14], Fig. 1e, other thin precipitates with high con-
tents of Cr and N were detected, Fig. 1f. In ferritic stainless steel as
well as in the ferrite phase of duplex stainless steel [15–17], parti-
cles identified as Cr2N are formed after quenching from higher
temperatures. Usually, precipitates of this kind occur at aging tem-
peratures between 700 and 900 �C, but they have been found as a
result of fast cooling from higher temperatures. Higher solution
temperatures increase the solubility of nitrogen in ferrite and
higher cooling rates improve the driving force for hexagonal closed-
packed Cr2N formation as a result of the supersaturation of
nitrogen in the ferrite. According to Safsten [16], depending on the
cooling rate different morphologies of Cr2N can be observed. As the
cooling rate increases, the precipitates’ morphology changes from
needle to cloud like. Hence, from the observed diffraction pattern,
Fig. 1d, and the EDS measurements, Fig. 1f, it can be confirmed that
after TTW needle-like Cr2N precipitates are present in this super-
ferritic stainless steel. Demo [18] reported that in AISI 446 ferritic
stainless steel the precipitation of nitrides at grain boundary did
not strongly affect the toughness, whereas, fine nitride precipita-
tion on dislocations degrades the ductility of this steel. These pre-
cipitates reduce the dislocation mobility, decreasing the toughness
of the materials. Nevertheless, no information about how Cr2N pre-
cipitates affects fatigue has been reported for superferritic stainless
steel. Attempting to avoid Cr2N precipitation, TTA was employed.
Fig. 2a shows the macroscopic structure of specimens with TTA.
It turned out that the size of precipitates has increased significantly
in comparison with TTW. Additionally, TEM images of TTA sam-
ples, Fig. 2b, give no evidence of needle-like precipitates. EDS’s re-
sults of TTA samples show the presence of NbC as in TTW, but with
a greater size (approx. 1.5 lm). Moreover, VC precipitates are also
found, Fig. 2c.

In both TTW and TTA aged samples, a mottled contrast, typical
of the presence of the spinodal decomposition, is clearly visible,
Fig. 3.

3.2. Fatigue behavior

3.2.1. Cyclic response at 20 �C
Fig. 4 shows the cyclic response of the superferritic stainless

steel UNS S 44600 at 20 �C after different thermal treatments.
The TTW material attains a higher stress level than the TTA. On
the other hand, as a consequence of aging, the highest stress levels
were observed in the AG samples. The cyclic behavior of this steel,
with TTA and TTW, is characterized by an initial cyclic hardening
followed by cyclic softening, which ends in a saturation stage. In
contrast, both the hardening and softening of AG samples are more
pronounced and the saturation stage is never reached. Instead, an
abrupt failure of the specimen is observed. The strong embrittle-
ment of ferritic stainless steel in fatigue testing due to the SD is

Table 1
Chemical composition of UNS S 44600 (wt.%).

C Cr Mn Cu Si V Sn N S Ni P Nb Mo

0.022 23.44 0.75 0.08 0.29 0.12 0.008 0.062 0.002 0.3 0.019 0.1 0.08

Table 2
Thermal treatments applied to UNS S 44600.

TTW 1100 �C for 30 min followed by water quenching
TTA 1100 �C for 30 min followed by air cooling
TTW + AG 1100 �C for 30 min followed by water quenching and then heat

treated 100 h at 475 �C
TTA + AG 1100 �C for 30 min followed by air cooling and then heat treated

100 h at 475 �C
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well known [9,10]. But, the most surprising behavior is the pro-
nounced embrittlement exhibited by the TTW steel. This can be
attributed to needle-like Cr2N precipitates [19]. SEM images taken
from the fracture specimens at 20 �C are consistent with this
assumption. While the TTW specimens’ failure surfaces are essen-
tially covered with brittle grains containing crystallographic rivers
pattern, Fig. 5a, the fracture of the TTA specimen is characterized
by ductile fatigue striations, Fig. 5b. The fracture surface of the
AG steel shows a mixture of ductile and brittle areas, Fig. 5c. From
the arguments presented so far, it can be reasoned that Cr2N nee-

dles detrimentally affects the fatigue life of these superferritic
stainless steels.

In order to analyze the correlation between the cyclic response
and the dislocation structure, TEM observations were carried out.
Fig. 6 shows the dislocation structure of samples fatigued to rup-
ture at 20 �C. Interconnected dense loop patches around the Cr2N
needle-like precipitates separated by channels nearly free of dislo-
cations characterize the dislocation arrangements seen in fatigued
TTW specimens, Fig. 6a. In fatigued TTA specimens, Fig. 6b, disloca-
tions walls and cells develop during cycling.

Fig. 1. Microstructures of UNS S 44600 with TTW: (a) optical image; (b) bright-field TEM image, (c) dark field TEM image, (d) superposed electron-diffraction pattern of
nitrides and matrix (ferrite), (e and f) EDS analysis of precipitates.
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Some microstructural differences can be pointed out for speci-
mens tested in AG conditions. In TTW + AG specimens, the inter-
connected dense loop patches, previously observed in TTW
cycled samples, are still found, but now the channels are full of dis-
locations, Fig. 6c. The difficulty of dislocation motion in the latter

case creates a high dislocation density in order to accommodate
plastic deformation, leading to brittle failure of the steel. Some
aged ferritic grains also develop a dislocation arrangement,
Fig. 6d, that resembles the dislocation bands and microbands

Fig. 2. Microstructures of UNS S 44600 with TTA: (a) optical image, (b) bright-field TEM image, (c) EDS analysis of VC precipitate.

Fig. 3. Mottled contrast resulting from the spinodal decomposition of UNS S 44600
after 100 h at 475 �C.
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Fig. 4. Cyclic response of superferritic stainless steel UNS S 44600 at 20 �C.
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Fig. 5. SEM images of the fracture surface of UNS S 44600 samples cycled tested at 20 �C: (a) TTW, (b) TTA and (c) AG.

Fig. 6. Dislocation structure of UNS S 44600 cycled to failure at 20 �C: (a) TTW, (b) TTA, (d and c) TTW + AG.
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Fig. 7. Superferritic stainless steel UNS S 44600 with TTW: (a) cyclic response at different temperatures and (b) dislocation structure of a specimen cycled to failure at 400 �C.
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observed in the ferrite phase of aged duplex stainless steel (DSS)
fatigued at room temperature [20]. Hereñú et al. attributed the
cyclic softening of aged DSS to the demodulation of spinodal
decomposition within these structures. Therefore, the occurrence
of the same kind of structure in this AG superferritic stainless steel
could explain the observed cyclic softening, Fig. 4.

3.2.2. Cyclic response at intermediate temperatures
Fig. 7a shows the cyclic response of superferritic stainless steel

UNS S 44600 with TTW at 20 �C and at intermediate temperatures.
It is important to note that a pronounced initial cyclic hardening
followed by a saturation stage is exhibited at intermediate temper-
atures. Such strong cyclic hardening has been established as a typ-
ical manifestation of DSA in ferritic stainless steels [2–4]. On the
other hand, whereas at 300 �C and at 400 �C the saturation stage
ends in rupture, at 475 �C a cycling softening stage sets in until
fracture. TEM analysis shows a high dislocation density in samples
tested between 300 �C and 475 �C, Fig. 7b. At these temperatures,
uncondensed dislocation walls with poor defined channels are
found, Fig. 7b. In contrast at 20 �C, interconnected dense loop
patches separated by channels nearly free of dislocations are ob-
served, Fig. 6a. A similar dislocation evolution with temperature
has been reported in ferritic stainless steels [21] and in the ferrite
phase of duplex stainless steel [2–4]. These researchers propose
that at intermediate temperature the operation of a DSA mecha-
nism creates a high rate of dislocation multiplication. Some aspects
should be pointed out concerning the cyclic tests at 475 �C. Firstly,
it should be noted that during cycling at this temperature both DSA
and SD mechanisms can be active. However, samples aged at
475 �C for a time equivalent to this cyclic test give no evidence
of SD through TEM observations. Secondly, at this temperature
thermally activated dislocation motion gains importance enhanc-
ing the unpinning of dislocations from solute atoms. This fact can
not only explain the short saturation stage but also the cyclic soft-
ening behavior observed at this temperature.

Though pronounced cyclic hardening and high dislocation den-
sity are often considered as evidences for the occurrence of DSA,
inverse dependence of the peak tensile stress with strain rate is
an even more sensible manifestation of DSA. Therefore, strain rate
changes over one order of magnitude were carried out during cyc-
lic tests at different temperatures in TTW and TTA samples, Fig. 8.
At 20 �C and 500 �C, Drstrain rate shows a normal behavior, exhibit-
ing lower peak tensile stress for the slower strain rates. Between
200 and 400 �C an anomalous behavior, characterized by higher
peak tensile stresses corresponding to slower strain rates, is ob-

served. This DSA manifestation attains a maximum at 400 �C. Con-
sidering the embrittlement features of AG material, strain rate
changes with these samples were performed only at 400 �C. It
should be noted that SD does not prevent the occurrence of this
DSA manifestation. To the authorś knowledge, DSA manifestation
in aged ferritic steels has not yet been reported in literature.

As the maximum effects of DSA are observed at 400 �C, this
temperature was selected in order to evaluate the influence of pre-
vious thermal treatments on the cyclic response at intermediate
temperature, Fig. 9a. In TTW and TTA specimens, a noticeable cyc-
lic hardening rate during the first cycles is observed. Subsequently,
a stabilization stage is attained. It is important to remark, that the
cyclic hardening in TTW specimens is more pronounced than that
exhibited by cycled specimens with TTA. In cyclic tests at 20 �C, the
Cr2N presence in TTW samples leads to higher stress levels but the
cyclic hardening rate is the same as in TTA samples. Therefore,
Cr2N cannot be responsible for the pronounced cyclic hardening
rate observed at 400 �C. On the other hand, in TTW samples a smal-
ler size of NbC particles is found in comparison to TTA material.
Therefore, TTW has a higher C content and a lower N content in
the matrix than TTA. As the degree of DSA manifestations is greater
in TTW samples than in TTA samples, it seems that C atoms ac-
counts for the increase in DSA effects. In TTW + AG samples, a
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Fig. 8. Peak tensile stress difference vs. temperature of superferritic stainless steel
UNS S 44600.
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Fig. 9. Superferritic stainless steel of UNS S 44600 cycled at 400 �C: (a) with different previous thermal treatments and (b) dislocation structure of TTW + AG at rupture.
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slight initial hardening is followed by a softening stage that ends in
a saturation stage. Fig. 9b shows dislocation bands developed dur-
ing cycling at this temperature in TTW + AG samples, see arrow. In
aged DSS, Hereñú et al [20] reported that the cyclic softening ob-
served at intermediate temperature is attributed to the demodula-
tion of SD inside localized dislocations bands. In the present steel,
the same assumption could explain the cyclic softening observed
in aged samples tested at 400 �C. Nevertheless, as DSA operates
at this temperature, a high dislocation density between the dislo-
cation bands is found. Thus, though the demodulation of SD pro-
duces softening, DSA produces hardening. Therefore, a saturation
stage is finally achieved.

Finally, as regards AG samples, it should be noted that cycling at
intermediate temperature is beneficial in improving the fatigue life
over cycling at 20 �C, Fig. 10. It seems that the synergistic effect of
temperature and cycling demodulates the spinodal decomposition
more rapidly than that produced within the few dislocation bands
seen at room temperature. This agrees with the observation of an
early softening stage attained at intermediate temperature, associ-
ated with development of many dislocations bands where the
demodulation of SD occurs, Fig. 9b.

4. Conclusions

The low cycle fatigue behavior of superferritic stainless steel
UNS S 44600 at room and intermediate temperatures has been
studied after conducting different thermal treatments. The main
results are the following:

� Thermal treatments at high temperature followed by water
cooling (TTW) produce needle-like Cr2N precipitates that detri-
mentally affect the fatigue life of the superferritic stainless
steels studied in this investigation.
� Regardless of the previous thermal treatments, cyclic testing at

intermediate temperatures demonstrated the existence of
dynamic strain aging (DSA) in superferritic stainless steel UNS
S 44600. A pronounced cyclic hardening rate, inverse depen-
dence of the peak tensile stress with strain rate, high dislocation
density and modified dislocation arrangements are direct
experimental indications of the occurrence of this phenomenon.

The maximum DSA effect is observed at 400 �C. Moreover, TTW
intensifies DSA due to the increase of C content in the matrix.
� The spinodal decomposition does not prevent the existence of

DSA. Additionally, the synergistic effect of temperature and
cycling demodulates the spinodal decomposition more rapidly
than at room temperature improving the fatigue life of this
steel.
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